The Digital Traveler
Traveler Intent from the Cockpit of Search

Searcher Behavior
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Because travel
starts with search,
know which search
paths lead to
conversions.

of travel apps
are downloaded
from clicks on ads

Recognize the importance of apps as a
marketing channel. Travelers are more likely
to book through you if they have your app.
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Make sure your
attribution window
is long enough
to cover the time
period between ad
click and purchase.

In 2012,
of leisure travelers wanted to spend

more time researching

VS.

before booking travel
in 2011
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Hyper-segmentation is here.
Go beyond regional, state, or metro
geo-targeting. Drill down to an
airport or hotel’s IP address & invest
more based on the increased value
of on-location traffic.

HOTEL

HOTEL BOOKINGS
are made in cars

BOOKING
MOST ENGAGING CONTENT

for consumers on travel sites
#1 deals & promotions #2 photos
#3 destination activities #4 recommendations
Provide share-worthy content and mobileoptimized sites for the easiest path to conversion.
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RKG is a search and digital marketing agency that offers a full range of services, including paid
search, SEO, social media, display advertising, product listing ads and comparison shopping engine
management. RKG was ranked fastest growing search agency by Advertising Age in 2013.
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